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RADIAL ARM SAW TT900/120CX

€5 .995,00 (excl. VAT)

The Radial Arm Saw TT900/120CX is a professional radial arm saw that combines power, precision and
versatility.

SKU: N/A

VARIATIONS
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Image SKU Description Voltage Price

0RS900S 230 V €5 .995,00 (excl. VAT)

0RS900T 400 V €5 .995,00 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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This professional radial arm saw combines power, precision and versatility.

It is equipped with a safety switch and a ball bearing track with 8 ball bearings.
The saw is conveniently adjustable for cross-cutting, miter cutting, chamfers and double miter cuts.

The quiet and maintenance-free induction motor (230 V and 400 V) is braked.

Heavy-duty and professional execution of the column socket. The guide over the entire arm length (8 ball
bearings) ensures extremely high precision and long life. The motor block ensures the automatic return of the

saw.
The machine comes with a very solid and stable base with a durable table top. As a standard, a closed saw
hood is provided for safety, and the laser pointer allows you to work clearly. It has easy controls and clear

graduations for setting the width, depth and cutting angle.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Braked 230 V (2,5 HP) or 400 V (5,5 HP) induction motor
Laser pointer
Safety switch

Guide over the entire arm length (8 ball bearings)
Clear indication in any position

Clear graduations for setting the width, depth and cutting angle
Group can be rotated 180°
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Tiltable head with quick-click system
Width of rip 1100 mm

Capacity at 90°: depth 120 mm, length 900 mm
Capacity at 45°: depth 80 mm, length 600 mm

DESCRIPTION

This professional radial arm saw combines power, precision and versatility. It is equipped with a safety switch
and a ball bearing track with 8 ball bearings. The saw is conveniently adjustable for cross-cutting, miter cutting,
chamfers and double miter cuts. The quiet and maintenance-free induction motor (230 V and 400 V) is braked.

Heavy-duty and professional execution of the column socket. The guide over the entire arm length (8 ball
bearings) ensures extremely high precision and long life. The motor block ensures the automatic return of the

saw. The machine comes with a very solid and stable base with a durable table top. As a standard, a closed saw
hood is provided for safety, and the laser pointer allows you to work clearly. It has easy controls and clear

graduations for setting the width, depth and cutting angle.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 250 kg

Dimensions 1150 × 1150 × 800 cm

Voltage 230 V, 400 V

Diameter sawblade 400mm

Cutting depth 45° 80mm

Cutting depth 90 ° 120 mm

Bore hole 30 mm

Width of rip 1100 mm


